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Observation: 
Machine Learning is everywhere 
in AI and Computer Science
Overview
• What is machine learning ?
• Why is it useful ?
• What is behind it ?
What is Machine 
Learning ?
Machine Learning
A machine learns when 
• it improves it performance
• on a specific task
• with experience
Central to Artificial Intelligence & Cognitive Systems
AlphaGo
AlphaGo
Machine = AlphaGo Computer Program
Task = playing GO
Performance = % of won games
Experience = huge data base of games
Euclid (Allen AI Institute)
Euclid
Machine = Euclid Computer Program
Task = answering SAT questions
Performance = % of correct answers
Experience = reading the web, textbooks, 
past examples
Watson / Jeopardy
machine reading
Robot Scientist
King et al.  Science 2009
Robot Scientist
Machine = Robot
Task = find highest activity molecule
Performance = nof. experiments / 
reliability of model
Experience = past experiments and data
Automated Data Science ?
• Can we automate Machine Learning ?
• Can we apply the idea of the robot scientist 
to Machine Learning and Data Science ? Can we recover formulas from a CSV file?
I What are the formulas here?
I T1[:, 6] = SUM(T1[:, 3:5], row)
I T2[:, 2] = SUMIF(T1[:, 1]=T2[:, 1], T1[:, 6])
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Spam Filter
Spam Filter
Machine = e-mail program, spamfilter
Task = classify e-mails
Performance = accuracy
Experience = your past input
Why is it useful ?
Why Machine Learning ?
Artificial Intelligence
Machine Learning is very practical 
• some programs are too complex to program by 
hand (spam, go … )
• adaptation and personalisation
• analysing data (data mining), discovering new 
knowledge
“we are drowning in data but starving for knowledge”
Numerous applications
The enabling technology in AI
• natural language processing
• computer vision
• robotics
• self-driving cars
• data mining / data analysis 
•  medical, financial, biology, chemistry, engineering, 
analytics, … 
Machine Learning and 
Computer Science
Research in machine learning is affecting  ALL areas of 
computer science and ICT
• programming 
• languages that learn & programming by 
optimisation
• human computer interaction - personalization SIRI
• adaptive compilers / configuration / operating 
systems / chips … 
How does Machine 
Learning work ?
How does it work? 
Machine learning is all about learning functions
f(input) => output.
• different types of functions
• different types of data
• different criteria (loss functions)
and there are 
• different schools of thought in ML
More formally 
Given
• a space of possible instances Input
• an unknown target function f: Input → Output
• a (hypotheses) space of possible functions L from 
Input to Output
• a set of examples E = { (input X, output f(x))  }
• a loss function loss(h,E) → ℝ
Find h ∈ L that minimizes loss(h,E)
supervised
Machine Learning = Variations on this problem
Learning functions
• Spam
• f(e-mail) = spam of geen spam 
• Go
• f(  board  ) = 9-13 predict move (policy)
• f(   board, 9-13  ) = good /bad
• P(  board,9-13) = probability of play
• Q( board,9-13) = expected “reward”
What kind of data ?
learning from examples (supervised / unsupervised)
• good/bad moves  ? just moves ?
learning by imitation (Behavioral cloning)
• imitate de world champion
learning from rewards (Reinforcement learning)
• just play, reward = board config. / wins / losses
• the whole AI problem in a nutshell
Where does the data come from ? 
Learning simultaneously
• GO : 
• learn which moves champions can take (classification)
• learn by reinforcement by playing
• Euclid
• learn to map language -> model
• learn to solve model 
The five tribes of ML
According to Pedro Domingos 
Tribe Origins Master 
Algorithm
Symbolists Logic, philosophy Inverse deduction 
Connectionists Neuroscience Backpropagation 
Evolutionaries Evolutionary 
biology 
Genetic 
programming 
Bayesians Statistics Probabilistic 
inference 
Analogizers Psychology Kernel machines 
Logic (machine reading)
instances for many different relations degree of certainty
NELL:  http://rtw.ml.cmu.edu/rtw/
Learn rules :
IF Person was Born in City AND City Lies-in Country 
THEN  Person was Born in Country
IF Person was Born in Country 
THEN Person has Nationality Country
Structure Activity 
Relationship Prediction
Figure: Siegfried Nijssen
Interpretable knowledge
  Molecules are graphs
Patterns are subgraphs
Search for “best”/ most 
relevant patterns
Analogizers
Nearest Neighbor
• Similarity / Distance measures / Kernels
• k- Nearest Neighbor / Support Vector Machines
Voronoi Diagrms
Probabilistic / Bayesian
Law of Reverent Thomas Bayes. 
Probabilistic graphical models.
Prior
how likely
is this function ?
Posterior :
how likely is the function
given the data ?
Likelihood:
how likely is it
that the function 
generates the data ?
P (Function|Data) = P (Data|Function)⇥ P (Function)
P (Data)
An early reinforcement 
learning system
Donald Michie’s 
Menace
Donald Michie (2007) Menace  (1961)
Machine Educable Noughts And Crosses Engine
X
X
OO X
X
OO
X
Choose box on the 
basis of current 
position
X’s 
move
Select pearl from 
box at random
Execute move
Menace 
Machine = 287 “boxes” + pearls
Encodes probabilistic function
• P(box, color) = probability of move
Learning a function
• upon loss: retain all used pearls
• upon winning:  put used pearls back and an extra one 
of the same color    
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Some Applications
• Intensive Care
• Predictive Maintenance 
• Sports Analytics 
ejector 
with University Hospital
with FMTC / Flanders Make / Sirris
Fig. 6: Skeleton estimates after cylinder correction, hierarchical particle filter
(particle filter in white, NITE in blue).
Fig. 7: Skeleton estimates after cylinder correction, non-hierarchical particle
filter (particle filter in white, NITE in blue)
Fac. Movement Science and Belgian 
clubs and leagues
Energy
• in homes
• in a shopping chain 
• in data centers / windmill parks 
ML in Industry  
• ML and AI are broadly applicable
• Numerous success stories — Amazon, Google, IBM, Apple 
SIRI, Microsoft, self driving cars,  Spotify, … 
• a lot of hype around it, but it is not magic (even though it 
appears so)
• serious applications need serious thought / expertise and 
investment 
• strategic decision and vision needed from the start …
• US / UK companies are investing … 
Take-away
• Enabling technology for AI, Computer Science 
and Data Science— this is the era of big data
• strategy + expertise needed to make successful 
ML/AI applcations
• Machine learning is about learning functions 
from data
• Different schools in machine learning
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